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ABSTRACT

Introduction Postpartum depression and anxiety (PPDA) is experienced by up to 20% of families in the first year. The condition impacts not only parents but also their developing child. While mindfulness-based interventions (MBI) have shown to be beneficial for this population, many parents do not have access to treatment or find it challenging to commit or complete the treatment. The COVID-19 pandemic has heightened some of the challenges that parents face. The ability to find time for needed self-care and health interventions is also affected by limited childcare support. The opportunity to attend a group online may significantly improve the accessibility to group MBI but may also bring challenges. This study aims to examine the feasibility and acceptability of online MBI groups for parents in families affected with PPDA.

Methods and analysis In this feasibility study, participants will include mothers diagnosed with PPDA and their partners. Two online MBI groups will run simultaneously for 8 weeks: one for mothers with PPDA and another one for their partners. The primary outcome will be feasibility of conducting the online groups, assessed from the facilitators’ perspective, participants’ perspective and attrition throughout the study. The participants’ perspectives on feasibility will be assessed by questions including how difficult it was for them to make it to the sessions, specific obstacles encountered and their scheduling preferences. The facilitators’ perspective will be assessed by frequency of technical difficulties encountered, of disruptions in the online sessions and of episodes where parents leave the screen (eg, to calm their child). Secondary outcomes will include mental health, couple relationship, satisfaction and acceptability which will also be evaluated through participant questionnaires.

Ethics and dissemination The study has received ethics approval from the University of British Columbia Children’s and Women’s Research Ethics Board. Study results will be disseminated through peer-reviewed journals and conferences.

Trial registration number NCT04617132.

INTRODUCTION

Postpartum depression and anxiety (PPDA) is highly prevalent in parents, experienced by up to one in five families (17.7%). In addition to impacting the parents facing distress, this condition can also have potential effects on the child. PPDA interferes with central factors affecting the child’s development: parent-infant interactions, secure attachment, the parent’s responsiveness to the child’s needs and the quality of the home environment. On top of helping parents, treating PPDA goes a long way towards helping the child flourish in the long-term. Due to mothers’ concerns about using psychiatric medication when breast feeding, it is critical that effective non-pharmacological treatments become available to mothers with PPDA. The benefits of mindfulness-based interventions (MBI) for the treatment of depression and anxiety in the general population are well documented. In addition, there is a growing evidence showing the effectiveness of MBIs as a treatment option for those with PPDA.

However, many individuals affected by PPDA do not receive any treatment or struggle to commit or complete their treatment. Some
of the several factors reducing treatment commitment include challenges of limited time, commuting difficulties and competing priorities faced by new parents. The global pandemic has contributed to heightened challenges faced by new parents. Specifically, closed childcare facilities, and social distancing measures that prevent grandparents or others who may otherwise be available to help out all contribute to a limited childcare support—an area so important especially for those facing PPDA. This can significantly limit available time for parents’ self-care and health interventions that are important to manage their PPDA.

The opportunity to attend a group online may significantly improve accessibility to MBI for parents with PPDA. Related advantages may include, but are not limited to, the flexibility of attending from anywhere, including home, time saved on commute and related preparation. On the other hand, some parents might find it difficult to attend sessions online, whether it may be due to technological limitations, inadequate privacy at home for disclosure of vulnerable feelings during a therapeutic group or limited ability to focus on the session when the parent is simultaneously attending to one or more children at home in case of the limited childcare support.

The majority of the existing literature exploring the feasibility, potential and limitations of online MBI for the perinatal population focused on mothers during pregnancy. However, the daily routines and challenges during pregnancy differ greatly from those following the infant’s birth. These differences may include ability to commit to a regular group as well as the type of mindfulness practices that a new parent is able to incorporate into their daily routine.

From the limited amount of literature that explored online MBI in the postpartum population, the studies typically focused on non-clinical populations and postpartum parents without a current diagnosis of PPDA. Gammer et al assessed a compassion-based intervention, reporting a high attrition rate even in a non-clinical population. However, the ability to commit to a regular group, as well as the level of distress and challenges experienced by parents with acute mental health issues may differ from parents within the general population. Therefore, as brought to light by the COVID-19 pandemic, there is a need to explore the potential and limitations of online delivery for parents experiencing PPDA.

The aim of this study is to examine the feasibility and acceptability of online MBI groups for parents in families affected with PPDA in the first year post partum. The primary objective is to determine the feasibility of the online delivery for mothers with PPDA and their partners by answering the research question: Will parents in families affected with PPDA be able to commit to the online MBI group and continue with the online sessions? The secondary objectives are to capture preliminary evidence of outcomes including mental health, couple relationship, satisfaction and acceptability.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Study design
This is a prospective, single-site study exploring the feasibility of conducting mindfulness groups for the post-partum population in an online setting. The presented study is part of a larger research project exploring mindfulness for both partners in families affected by PPDA. The study will follow a non-randomised design with two arms, the main treatment arm representing families where both partners receive the intervention and the control arm where only the mother with PPDA receives the intervention. This protocol has been reported using the Standard Protocol Items Recommendations for Intervention Trials checklist.

Participants and recruitment

Trial site and participating centres
The study will take place at the Reproductive Mental Health Program, a tertiary mental health clinic from where the participants will be recruited. This clinic is a part of BC Children’s and BC Women’s Hospital and Health Centre located in British Columbia, Canada. Given that groups run online, participants will be participating from their homes or other location of their choice.

Participants
Study participants will consist of mothers referred to this clinic and their partners. Following assessment by a perinatal psychiatrist, those postpartum mothers who are diagnosed with depression and/or anxiety, and who are interested in the MBI may register for the upcoming MBI group. Their partners will also be contacted and invited to attend the MBI partners’ group. Families who meet the study criteria will be invited to participate in this study.

Inclusion criteria
► Mother is up to 12 months postpartum.
► Mother with major depressive disorder, other specified depressive disorder, unspecified mood disorder, generalised anxiety disorder, other specified and/or unspecified anxiety disorder as per the DSM-5 (The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.) criteria.
► Mother with PPDA and partner are cohabiting.
► Fluent in English.

Exclusion criteria
► Mother of age <19.
► Mother assessed to be at significant risk for suicide, have a psychotic disorder and/or currently have a substance use disorder.
► Lack of access to the internet or a wireless network.

Sample size will consist of 30 mothers with PPDA (plus 15 partners). With this sample we will be able to determine attendance and attrition rates to inform future studies. Recruitment to the study opened in September 2020 and is expected to close in June 2023. At the time of manuscript submission the study is open to recruitment.
Recruitment

Initial steps are described in figure 1, as well as in the Participants section. Families who meet the eligibility criteria will be invited to the study. Those who indicate interest in participating in the study will be sent an email by the research team. This email will provide them with information about the study and a copy of the consent form. They will have time to discuss it at home prior to the first online sessions of the MBI and will have the opportunity to ask questions via email. It will be made clear that their willingness to participate in the study is entirely voluntary and will not impact their potential relationship with the clinic. Participants (mothers with PPDA and their partners) can decide to participate in the intervention groups and not participate in the study. Participants will be asked to join the online room 20 min before their first MBI group session. On their arrival, they will be reminded of the study procedures and asked to sign the consent form.

Interventions

The intervention will consist of standardised 8-week MBI groups delivered online (via Zoom for healthcare settings) and will be adapted to the needs of parents during the postpartum period. The groups will be facilitated in real-time by trained and experienced mental health professionals. Two MBI groups will run simultaneously:

- Group for mothers diagnosed with PPDA—mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT).
- Group for partners of these mothers—mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR).

The Canadian Network for Mood and Anxiety Treatments guidelines recommend MBCT for adults with depression as a first-line maintenance treatment and as a second-line adjunctive treatment for acute depression. The mothers are patients at our clinic with a formal diagnosis of PPDA, thus they are offered the MBCT. Their partners, who are not formal patients at our mental health clinic, receive MBSR which has been shown to help with stress management and coping with adversity in both those with a medical diagnosis and the non-clinical population.

Allocation to two study arms:

Arm (1) Both mothers and their partners attend MBI groups (‘main treatment’ arm).

Arm (2) Only mothers attend an MBI group (‘mother-only controls’).

Mothers whose partners are not interested or unavailable to attend the partners’ group will attend the MBI mother’s group as mother-only controls.

Measures and data collection

Outcome measures

The primary outcome is the feasibility of running online MBI groups for this population (figure 2). Secondary outcomes include mental health, couple relationship, satisfaction and acceptability. Figure 3 demonstrates the outcome measures and their data collection time points.
Feasibility of conducting the online groups will be determined by a set of assessments (see figure 2), including:

► Feasibility measure administered to participants—self-report questionnaire includes both quantitative and qualitative questions, such as frequency of technical and non-technical interruptions, how easy/difficult it was to make it to the sessions and follow the programme, specific obstacles encountered (eg, time, mood, child’s needs) and participants’ scheduling preferences. This newly-developed questionnaire was informed by feedback from alumni participants. It will be completed by participants at week 8 (see online supplemental file 1 to view this questionnaire).

► Feasibility measure administered to facilitators—aims to assess the frequency of technical difficulties and frequency as well as the type of non-technical interruptions (eg, parent leaving the screen to calm the baby, turning off the camera, early sign-off, late sign-in). This short survey will be completed by group facilitators after each session (see online supplemental file 2 to view this survey).

► Numbers tracked along the study, including recruitment, attendance and dropout rates (see figure 1 for details).

► Enquiry exploring reasons for dropouts.

Acceptability and satisfaction
This questionnaire includes both quantitative and qualitative items, exploring what the participant is taking away from the programme; recommendations for changes to the programme; what impact they perceive the programme had on them, their partner, their relationship; and overall satisfaction.

Demographics
Includes variables on age, ethnic background, marital status, number of children and their ages, number of people in the household and socioeconomic status.

Couple relationship
This questionnaire aims to assess couple interactions and relationship dynamics, specifically related to change over time (pre-intervention vs post-intervention vs 3-month follow-up). It is a self-report measure completed separately by both partners, capturing their unique perspectives on their relationship. Specific areas assessed include communication and interactions within the couple (eg, behaving in a reactive way during disagreements, blaming and criticising the other during disagreements, attentive listening); support received (only in questionnaire for mothers with PPDA) and support provided (only in questionnaire for partners); and overall relationship satisfaction.

Mental health
► Patient Health Questionnaire-9
The Patient Health Questionnaire-9 is a widely used measure assessing depression, known to have great reliability and validity.35 36 It includes each of the nine DSM-IV criteria and scores as ‘0’ (not at all) to ‘3’ (nearly every day). Scoring includes cut-off points of 5, 10, 15 and 20, which indicate mild, moderate, moderately severe and severe depression, respectively.

► General Anxiety Disorder-7
The General Anxiety Disorder-7 is an efficient tool assessing anxiety, with a good reliability and validity (construct and factorial).37 Scoring includes cut-off points of 4, 9, 14, and 15+, which indicate minimal, mild, moderate, and severe anxiety, respectively.

Statistical analysis and data management
Data are collected and managed using REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) hosted at BC Children’s Hospital. REDCap is a secure, web-based application designed to support data capture for research studies.38 All data entered into REDCap will be de-identified. De-identified data and outcomes will later be saved into a password-protected research computer and stored on a secure local server.

Descriptive statistics will be used to describe the study sample, including demographics, recruitment and retention rates, as well as some of the quantitative data. Feasibility outcomes will be assessed by looking at attendance, dropout and retention rates, descriptive statistics of quantitative data and through inductive content analysis39 of qualitative data in the facilitator survey as well as the participant survey to find common themes surrounding the factors that affected feasibility of the programme on either end. Measures that collect data over time, such as the mental health outcome measures or relationship outcome measure, will be explored using descriptive statistics for each of the measures and for each relevant time point. Exploratory analysis of the improvements in relationship and mother’s mental health outcomes will be conducted using linear regression models, which will be used to model an association between relationship outcomes and each measure of mothers’ mental health outcomes. Inductive content analysis39 of responses to open-ended questions will be used for qualitative data to find common themes and participants’ answers will be quoted in discussion of this data. This is primarily a feasibility study and not designed to measure efficacy, hence a formal sample size was not calculated. Thirty participants will be recruited to enable estimates of recruitment, treatment adherence, dropout rates and follow-up participation for future larger trials.40

Patient and public involvement
Patients and public were first involved in the development of measures, including the couple relationship questionnaire and the feasibility, acceptability and satisfaction questionnaire. Preliminary drafts of the measures were shared with alumni participants (those who took part in the in-person MBI groups in the past), clinicians, group facilitators and long-term mindfulness practitioners in the community. The research team conducted online interviews to consult with them and gather their opinions
and suggestions for the measures. Input included an assessment of the measures’ burden as well as informing the content and wording of the final versions of these measures. For example, during an interview an alumni participant suggested that the wording of a particular question may give the opposite meaning than intended to those whose first language is Mandarin. With the guidance from this alumni participant, the team reworded the question accordingly. This was a very valuable feedback given that the Vancouver population and our study sample population is diverse and includes people for whom English is not their first language.

Further, during the study (at week 8 of the data collection), participants will be surveyed about a variety of items, which will inform and refine the study intervention prior to conducting future clinical trials. Specifically, this will include timing and scheduling of the intervention sessions, technical challenges they faced with the online delivery, non-technical challenges they faced while attending or trying to make themselves available to attend the session and their overall experiences with the intervention.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION

Ethics approval
Ethics approval for this study and all its instruments was obtained from University of British Columbia Children’s and Women’s Research Ethics Board (number H20-01884).

Consent
Written consent from potential trial participants will be obtained by the research team via the REDCap platform, signed in real-time during a Zoom video conference call prior to the first session. The potential participants will be sent a copy of the consent form a week before the session to read and discuss beforehand. They will have the opportunity to ask any questions about the study or the consent form both over email and orally during the video conference call (see online supplemental file 3 to view the consent form).

It is not expected that participating in this study will pose any additional risks to the participants compared with receiving clinical care without the research component. In case any participants feel distressed at any point during the study, they will have a list of emergency resources they can use to contact on-call psychiatrists, emergency departments or other crisis services.

Data storage and privacy
Participants will be given unique study codes that will be stored separately and only known to the research team. Personal information and de-identified data will be saved in two separate folders on a research computer that will be password-protected and stored on a secure server. No data will be shared with any outside agencies without the consent of the subjects. Selected research team members will have access to the final trial data set while other team members will only have access to de-identified data when needed.

Dissemination
Results from this study will be disseminated in peer-reviewed journals, at national and/or international conferences and oral presentations. Study findings will be shared via clinical rounds, webinars and symposia with clinicians, policy and community partners.

DISCUSSION
This is the first study to explore the feasibility and acceptability of online MBIs for families affected with PPDA. MBIs are beneficial for people with depression in the general population and are recommended in clinical guidelines internationally.15 41 42 A growing number of studies suggest that MBIs are also effective for depression and anxiety in the postpartum period.13–17 Preliminary literature shows that MBIs improve symptoms of anxiety and psychological distress in new mothers.14 15 While exact mechanisms of MBIs in the perinatal population are yet to be examined, Dimidjian et al described potential domains of involvement.43 They observed that rumination, decentralisation and self-compassion have been shown in the general population to be significantly improved following MBIs.43–45 The same processes of rumination and self-critical attitudes also play a contributory role in perinatal depression.13 46–48 Moreover, a study by Perez-Blasco showed that MBIs support postpartum individuals in cultivating self-compassion, parental self-efficacy and various dimensions of mindfulness including observing, acting with awareness, non-judging and non-reactivity.14 15 However, many new parents do not have access to treatment or find it challenging to commit to or complete the treatment.

Importance
The online delivery of evidence-based interventions is promising as it may significantly improve the accessibility to care for this population. Even in urban communities, perinatal mental health services are only available in limited locations where most families need to commute long ways to access them on a regular basis when they finally make it off the waitlist to access this care. These challenges are further exacerbated for new parents living in rural areas where specialised care is not available, who would need to travel long distances to access this care, which may not be feasible on a regular basis. Further, the online groups are available also during times of crisis, including a pandemic, when in-person interventions are limited or paused. An online option ensures continued care even during circumstances where in-person options are unavailable.

Additionally, there are many other challenges faced by parents that may reduce their ability to commit
to in-person treatment including limited childcare support, competing priorities during limited available time and related limited time for self-care and health routines. Offering online groups that can be attended from home and eliminating commute times, can give parents extended time to attend to more of their needs that day. For all these reasons, the option to attend the group online may empower families to more easily access treatment and commit to the entirety of the intervention.

**Limitations**

Several limitations arise due to the feasibility nature of the study, including a smaller sample size, non-randomisation of study arms and potential for selection bias, thus limiting the generalisability of the secondary outcomes. Limited self-report data are being collected to decrease the burden on participants and focus on feasibility outcomes. Specifically, short-form versions of questionnaires are being used and not all data of interest is being collected, which also limits the efficacy conclusions. For example, data regarding other treatments received by participants in parallel with the MBIs are not being collected to ease the participant workload. Further, the study’s inclusion and exclusion criteria limit the generalisability of this study’s results, such that findings may not apply to teenage mothers; mothers with severe depression, a psychotic disorder, or a substance use disorder; mothers facing barriers in terms of housing or related amenities (without access to internet connectivity and/or a private place to participate in the group); or birthing individuals who do not identify as mothers.

In summary, this study will address the question of whether online groups are indeed feasible for postpartum parents affected with PPDA. Also, this protocol paper outlines a practical design of an online feasibility trial aiming to minimise participant burden, that may inform the design of future studies exploring other online health intervention.
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Supplementary File 1. The feasibility questionnaire completed by participants at week 8, after completion of the intervention.

Feasibility and Acceptability Questionnaire Administered to Participants

1. Overall, how satisfied are you with the program?
   1. Quite dissatisfied
   2. Indifferent or mildly satisfied
   3. Mostly satisfied
   4. Very satisfied

2. Did you find a positive impact/helpfulness of the program on:
   - Yourself
     1. Not at all helpful
     2. A little bit helpful
     3. Mostly helpful
     4. Very helpful
   - Your partner
     1. Not at all helpful
     2. A little bit helpful
     3. Mostly helpful
     4. Very helpful
   - Relationships and interactions between you and your partner
     1. Not at all helpful
     2. A little bit helpful
     3. Mostly helpful
     4. Very helpful

3. What are you taking away from this program? What do you perceive as the benefits of participating?

4. What were the main challenges you encountered during the program? What would you recommend that changes for future programs?
5. How easy/difficult was it to make it to the online sessions and follow the program?
   1. Very easy
   2. Mostly easy
   3. Neutral
   4. Some difficulties
   5. Very difficult

6. What were some of the obstacles? (Select all that apply)
   1. Lack of time
   2. My mood/health/energy level
   3. Group scheduled at wrong time/day of the week
   4. Pandemic related obstacles
   5. Child-related needs
   6. Other:
   7. Not applicable

7. Scheduling: Were there certain days of the week or times (e.g. mornings, afternoons, evenings; certain hours) that would have made it easier to attend the sessions?

8. How often did you experience technical difficulties during the online sessions (e.g. video or sound not working immediately, other technical functions needed to participate in the group not working)?
   1. Not at all
   2. Minority of sessions
   3. Once every session
   4. More than once per session

9. How often did you experience any non-technical interruptions during the online sessions (e.g. child or other family members needing your attention; other reasons)?
   1. Not at all
   2. Minority of sessions
   3. Once every session
   4. More than once per session
Supplementary File 2. The survey is completed by facilitators on a weekly basis.

Feasibility Survey Administered to Facilitators

Week __

1. Were there any technical difficulties during this session?
   ____ Yes  ____ No

2. Were there any situations when participants were not present during this session? (Select all that apply)
   - Nothing at all
   - People turning off their video cameras
   - Disruptions & temporarily not being present during the session (e.g. left the screen to calm or attend to the baby)
   - Early sign-off
   - Late sign-in
   - Other: ________________________________

3. This space is for any additional comments/explanations you would like to include.
Supplementary File 3. Consent form signed by participants.

**Participant Consent and Signature**

Taking part in this study is entirely your choice. You have the right to refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to participate, you may choose to end the study at any given time without providing a reason and without any impact on your access to services from this clinic.

Signature on this consent form means:

- I have read and understood the information on this consent form.
- I have had enough time to think about the information provided.
- I have been able to ask for advice if needed.
- I have been able to ask questions and have the satisfactory responses to my questions.
- I understand that all of the information collected will be kept confidential and that the results will only be used for scientific purposes.
- I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary.
- I understand that I am completely free at any time to refuse to participate or to withdraw from this study at any time, and that this will not change the quality of care that I receive.
- I understand that I am not waiving any of my legal rights as a result of signing this consent form.
- I understand that there is no guarantee that this study will provide any benefits to me.

___________________________________________________ _____________________
Participant Signature        Date

___________________________________________________
Printed Name